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Security for Europe

Security is concerned with the protection of the citizen and society from intentional disruption and threats whether stemming from internal or external sources. It must therefore include preventive measures both inside and outside EU borders. This is additional and complementary to safety, which addresses non-intentional risks, and to traditional defence activities.

“Security includes all the aspects impacting the individual and collective life, which contribute to the internal security of a nation or of a group of nations linked by common values and all the strategic issues, which contribute to the international Stability and Security. So, it embraces both internal and external security and globally the fight against terrorism.”
Main Security Missions

Security missions strengthening the area of freedom, security and justice

– protection of the citizen in all his activities with respect for privacy
  » to receive all supportive needs (food, water, power, information,)
  » to travel freely and safely (transportation means, …)
  » to live in a secure and safe environment (public sites, …)
– society and governmental structures (national, EU, international,…)
  » Law and order
  » Economy
  » Freedom from external pressures
– Protection of infrastructures and networks
– Protection of border

Specific security items related to foreign security (non-military aspects)
– Humanitarian operations
– Evacuation operations
– Peace-keeping operations
– Crisis management and peace restoration
# European Focus
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**SYSTEM INTEGRATED OPERATIONS**

- Crisis management, including mobile deployable HQ
- NRBC protection
- Secured communications
- Information and Information networks protection
- Space applications and surveillance

**STANDARDISATION - INTEROPERABILITY**
CONCLUSIONS

- SUPPORT PREPARATORY ACTION
- RECOMMEND SYSTEMS INTEGRATION APPROACH
- AVAILABLE TO DEVELOP THE FRAMEWORK IN PARTNERSHIP
- READY TO DEVELOP TEST CASES PROGRAMMES